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POLARIS RACING TAKES THE WIN AT ARC QUEENSLAND
Wet slippery roads and hazardous conditions
including a couple of cows on the edge of the road
didn’t deter the Polaris Racing team at last
weekend’s Australian Rally Championship (ARC)
round on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland. The
Rally saw the Polaris Racing Team with driver Cody
Crocker and co-driver Greg Foletta take the win.
Polaris Racing continues to lead the SXS (side by
side) class with maximum points.
“The Queensland Rally is a pretty rough rally, but
that’s what we love in our car, hitting all those
bumps and jumps and looking at all the rally cars that have broken down littering the side of the road,”
said Cody Crocker.
In second place was the Polaris dealer “ARB
Tamworth” team with driver Iain Hughes and codriver Adam Barnes and in fourth place out of six
competitors were newcomers Chris Rosch and
Adam Green who have been working tirelessly
getting their RZR race ready over the past couple
of weeks after only deciding to have a go at the
ARC in the middle of June.
“Iain and Adam had a great run in Queensland, on
the Sunday they placed second by only 86 seconds.
With each Rally that passes they are closing the gap and putting more pressure on the other
competitors which is great to see, I look forward to seeing the competition they bring to Rally Australia
in September” said Crocker
Over the weekend the only parts changed on
Polaris Racing’s RZR XP 900 was one set of tyres.
“To use only one set of tyres and no other parts
over a weekend of racing is simply amazing. The
RZR is awesome fun, costs very little to run and this
particular machine has lasted us four Rally events
so far and it has performed faultlessly which is
truly remarkable,” said Greg Foletta.
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On a somber note, Polaris Racing would like to pass on our condolences to family and friends of the Rally
Car co-driver who passed away in an accident on the Sunshine Coast during the Rally. Our thoughts are
with them during this most difficult time. Our thoughts are also with the driver and we wish him a
speedy recovery.

Captions
Pic 1 – Cody and Greg’s front wheel getting
some air
Pic 2 – ARB Tamworth’s Iain Hughes and Adam
Barnes closing the gap
Pic 3 – Cody and Greg conducting a lap of the super
special stage at the Nambour Showground’s
Pic 4 – The Polaris Racing Teams RZR pushing hard
Pic 5 – The RZR conducting a showcase lap for the
SXS class at the Nambour Showground’s

Videos and Images from this weekend will be
posted on the “Polaris Australia” Facebook page.
For more information on the ARC and SXS challenge
visit:
www.polarisindustries.com.au
www.rally.com.au/news-and-information/polaris
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